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SUMMARY

The upward separation technique was developed by Hartmanis, who used it to show

that E=NE iff there is no sparse set in NP−P [15]. This paper shows some inherent

limitations of the technique. The main result of this paper is the construction of an

oracle relative to which there are extremely sparse sets in NP−P, but NEE = EE; this

is in contradiction to a result claimed in [14, 16]. Thus, although the upward separation

technique is useful in relating the existence of sets of polynomial (and greater) density in

NP−P to the NTIME(T (n)) = DTIME(T (n)) problem, the existence of sets of very low

density in NP−P can not be shown to have any bearing on on this problem using proof

techniques that relativize.

The oracle construction is also of interest since it is the first example of an oracle

relative to which EE = NEE and E 6= NE. (The techniques of [10], [17], [20], and [24]

do not suffice to construct such an oracle.) The construction is novel and the techniques

may be useful in other settings.

In addition, this paper also presents a number of new applications of the upward

separation technique, including some new generalizations of the original result of [15].
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1 Introduction

It has long been known that E 6= NE iff there is a tally set in NP - P [9]; thus E 6= NE

=⇒ P 6= NP. This is an example of downward separation. Motivated by the question

of whether or not the converse implication could be proved, Dekhtyar [12] and Wilson

[29] constructed oracles relative to which P 6= NP and E = NE; thus the P=NP question

cannot be shown to be equivalent to the E=NE question by any relativizable proof

technique.

Note that Wilson’s construction gives rise to an oracle relative to which P 6= NP,

but NP−P contains no tally sets. In [20], Kurtz presented a seemingly stronger oracle

construction, relative to which P 6= NP and NP−P contains no sparse sets. However,

shortly after Kurtz’s results had been announced, Hartmanis showed that the two oracle

constructions were equivalent, in the sense that relative to any oracle, there is a tally set

in NP−P iff there is a sparse set in NP−P [15]. The proof technique used to prove this

result was dubbed the upward separation technique.

The upward separation technique of [15] was generalized and extended in [16] in

a number of ways. One generalization, considered in [15] and [16], relates the exis-

tence of very sparse sets in NP−P to the separation of the classes NTIME(T (n)) and

DTIME(T (n)) for certain large functions T . Let NEE denote the class NTIME(2O(2n))

and let EE denote DTIME(2O(2n)). It is claimed in [15, 16] that EE=NEE iff there are

no supersparse sets in NP−P; however we show that this result cannot be obtained using
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the upward separation technique, or by using any relativizable proof technique.1 We

present an oracle relative to which EE=NEE and NP−P contains extremely sparse sets.

The technique used to construct this oracle is different from that used in earlier

constructions of this sort. It seems as though these techniques may be applicable to a

variety of other problems. The following few paragraphs explain some of what makes our

methods novel.

As a corollary of the main theorem of this paper, there is an oracle relative to which

EE=NEE and E6=NE. A number of other authors have constructed oracles relative to

which, for example, E=NE and P6=NP, and it would seem that this question might yield

to similar techniques, but that turns out not to be the case.

Since Dekhtyar’s paper [12] gives no proofs, we cannot speak of the limitations of his

methods, however the techniques used by Kurtz [20], Wilson [29, 10] and in the later

related work of Lischke [23, 24] all rely on interleaving alternating stages of encoding

information into the oracle (e.g., to ensure that E=NE) and diagonalizing (e.g., to ensure

that P6=NP). In order for the technique to work, it is necessary that “interference”

between the stages be avoided.

However, it seems that the techniques used by the authors mentioned above cannot

successfully avoid interference between stages when one is trying to diagonalize to keep

1The proofs of Theorem 2.4 in [15] and Theorem 6 in [16] essentially show that, if EE=NEE, then
the census function for any supersparse set L in NP can be computed in polynomial time. However,
they then incorrectly conclude that it is possible to actually construct the elements of L.
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E6=NE while doing encoding to make some larger complexity classes coincide. (That is,

the combinatorial arguments, which guarantee that interference between stages can be

avoided, break down when one is trying to guarantee E6=NE.) Thus, for example, no

oracle had been constructed relative to which EE=NEE and E 6=NE.

Another approach was used by Heller [17]. Using alternating stages of encoding, Heller

constructed an oracle relative to which E=NE ⊆ ∆p
2. Note that P 6= NP relative to his

oracle, since P=NP implies ∆p
2 = P. This technique cannot be used to build an oracle

relative to which EE=NEE and E6=NE, since it was shown by [16] that, in relativized

computations, E=NE does not imply that the exponential-time hierarchy collapses.

In the oracle construction of this paper, the “encoding” is done at the start, rather

than in a series of stages. The “diagonalization” is carried out, in essence, by diago-

nalizing against all possible information that could be provided by the encoding phase.

The technique seems to be powerful and applicable to other situations. A number of

generalizations of this technique are worked out in [5].

It is also worth mentioning that the oracle construction makes use of Kolmogorov

complexity as a tool for simplifying the combinatorial arguments. Hartmanis [14] was

the first to use Kolmogorov complexity as a tool in oracle constructions; a number of

applications of this technique are presented in [13].

Although the main result of this paper is a demonstration that certain generalizations

of the upward separation results do not hold, it is useful to examine some generalizations
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that do hold. Some of these are presented in the final section of this paper. Among other

things, we show that:

There is a log-sparse set in FewP−P iff FewE 6= E.

There is a O(1)-sparse set in UP−P iff UE 6= E.

(Terms such as “log-sparse” and “O(1)-sparse” are defined in Section 2.) We also

show that the following are equivalent:

1. There is a subset of K[O(log log n), nO(1)] in NP−P.

2. There is a subset of K[O(log n), nO(1)] in NP−P with polylogarithmic density.

3. For some k, DTIME(2O(2n/k)) 6= NTIME(2O(2n/k)).

2 Preliminaries

It is expected that the reader will be familiar with basic concepts from complexity the-

ory, such as Turing machines, circuits, and complexity classes such as P, NP, etc. For

background and definitions, see e.g. [18], [27], [6]. We will use E and NE to refer to

DTIME(2O(n)) and NTIME(2O(n)), respectively. EE and NEE denote DTIME(2O(2n))

and NTIME(2O(2n)), respectively.

For any string x, the length of x is denoted by |x|. For any set S, |S| denotes the

cardinality of S. All languages considered in this paper are subsets of {0,1}∗. We will as-
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sume a standard mapping from {0,1}∗ onto the positive integers; namely the string x will

denote the integer whose binary representation is 1x. Thus, for example, |x| = b log xc,
and given strings x and y, we may say x ≤ y (which corresponds to the lexicographic

ordering on {0,1}∗). We will use strings and the integers they represent interchangeably,

as for example, in the expression 2x10, where x is a string.

Given any sets A and B, the set {1x : x ∈ A} ∪ {0x : x ∈ B} is denoted by A ⊕ B.

Given any language L, the census function for L, denoted cL(n), is defined to be the

number of strings in L of length at most n. We may sometimes say that L has census f(n)

(or density f(n)) if cL(n) ≤ f(n). A set L is said to be sparse if cL(n) = nO(1). L is said

to be supersparse if cL(n) = O(log n). We say that L is log sparse if L contains O(log n)

strings of length n, and L is O(1)-sparse if L contains at most k strings of each length

n, for some k independent of n. Note that the class of supersparse sets is incomparable

with the class of O(1)-sparse sets.

Kolmogorov complexity and generalized Kolmogorov complexity provide a framework

for talking about the complexity of individual strings. The definitions and facts relating

to Kolmogorov complexity that are used in this paper are standard and elementary;

background information can be obtained, for example, from the introduction to [25].

More extensive background and an excellent bibliography can be found in [22]. We will

let K(x) denote the Kolmogorov complexity of x (that is, we will fix some universal

Turing machine M , and K(x) will be the length of the smallest y such that M , on input

y, outputs x).
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Here are some simple notions concerning Kolmogorov complexity that will be useful in

the proof of Theorem 1. For any string y = y1y2 . . . yn, let y denote the “self-delimiting”

version of y: y10y20 . . . yn−10yn1. Note that |y| = 2|y|. Self-delimiting strings are a

useful tool when proving easy upper bounds on the Kolmogorov complexity of strings.

In particular, they are useful when supplying several arguments as input to a Turing

machine. The next two paragraphs illustrate the use of self-delimiting strings.

It is easy to show that there are strings w and z such that K(wz) < K(z). (For

example, consider the case when wz = 022k

.) On the other hand, it is intuitively clear that

wz can’t have complexity much smaller than z, and the following (standard) argument

makes this precise.

Let y be a description of wz (i.e., let M(y) = wz), let n be the length of z, and let v

be the description of a Turing machine that, on input ny, outputs the last n bits of M(y).

Note that M(v ny = z). This shows that, for all w and z, K(z) ≤ K(wz) + 2|z|+ 2|v|.

Generalized Kolmogorov complexity takes into account the time complexity of com-

puting a string from its description. The definitions we use were introduced in [14]:

Given any Turing machine Mv, we define Kv[s(n), t(n)] to be the set of all strings x such

that, for some string y of length at most s(|x|), Mv prints out x on input y in at most

t(|x|) steps. As was shown in [14], there is a machine Mu (a universal Turing machine)

such that, for all v there exists a constant c (depending on v) such that Kv[s(n), t(n)] ⊆
Ku[s(n) + c, ct(n) log t(n) + c]. Dropping the subscript, we will choose some particular

universal Turing machine Mu and let K[s(n), t(n)] denote Ku[s(n), t(n)].
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3 Construction of the Oracle

Theorem 1 Let d : N→N be any nondecreasing unbounded function. Then there is an

oracle B such that NEEB = EEB and there is a set L ∈ NPB−PB with census cL(n) < d(n).

Proof: First, let us establish some notation. Let N1, N2, . . . be an enumeration of

nondeterministic Turing machines, and let P1, P2, . . . be an enumeration of deterministic

polynomial-time Turing machines, such that Pj runs in time nj.

Let s be a slow-growing surjective function computable in polynomial time. (Choosing

s(n) = log∗ n will suffice.) Let r(n) = min{m : s(m) = n}; note that r is essentially s−1.

For any set A ⊆ Σ∗, define

Q(A) = {02x
10r(j) : N

A⊕Q(A)
j accepts x in ≤ 22| x |

steps}

Note that Q(A) is well-defined, since for any y of the form 02x
10r(j) it follows that

|y| > 22| x |
, and thus Nj cannot query y in 22| x |

steps.

We claim that for every set A, EEA⊕Q(A) = NEEA⊕Q(A). To see this, let L ∈
NEEA⊕Q(A), so L is accepted by some machine N

A⊕Q(A)
i in time 22n+c

for some c. Let Nj

be a machine that, on input x0c, simulates Ni on input x. Nj runs in time 22n
, and x ∈

L ⇐⇒ 02x0c

10r(j) ∈ Q(A). This query can be asked in time 2O(2n).

Let L(A) = {x : ∃y (xy ∈ A and |x| = |y|)}. For all sets A, L(A) ∈ NPA ⊆
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NPA⊕Q(A). It will thus suffice to build a set A such that cL(A)(n) ≤ d(n) and such that,

for all j, the set accepted by Pj with oracle A⊕Q(A) differs from L(A).

Let c be a large constant. At a certain point in the proof, we will use the fact that c

is larger than the description of some simple Turing machines. Choosing c = 106 should

be sufficient, depending on the particular encoding conventions.

The construction is done by the initial segment method. The (finite) oracle con-

structed by the end of stage j will be denoted by Aj . To begin the construction, let

A0 = ∅.

To construct Aj (j ≥ 1), first choose n = nj so that:

1. n is even

2. (nj−1)
j−1 < n

3. |L(Aj−1)|+ 1 < d(n)

4. c + 2 log j + 2(j − 1)nj−1 + 2s(nj) log(nj) + 2 log nj + n/2 < n− c.

(The right hand side of the fourth inequality is n/2 + o(n); thus note that all large even

n satisfy all of these criteria.)

Let Q = {z : |z| ≤ nj and z is of the form 02y
10r(i) for some y and i}. Note that

|Q| ≤ s(nj) log(nj) < n/2. When Pj computes on inputs of length n, all queries to the

Q(A) part of the oracle will be answered negatively for queries not in Q. That is, knowing
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membership in Q(A) for all elements of Q is sufficient to enable us to answer all queries

to the Q(A) part of the oracle.

An element q ∈ {0, 1}|Q| will be called a Q-vector. We will write PA⊕q
j (x) to denote

the outcome of the computation of Pj on input x, where all queries to the Q(A) part of

the oracle are answered according to the vector q. That is, if Pj asks the Q(A) part of

its oracle about a string not in Q, the oracle responds negatively, and if Pj asks about

the i-th element of Q, then the oracle responds with the i-th bit of q.

Let W = {w0n/2 : |w| = n/2}.

Given any Q-vector q, we associate with it a set F (q) ⊆ W as follows:

F (q) = {x ∈ W : P
Aj−1⊕q
j (x) = 1}.

Since there are only 2|Q| < 2n/2 = |W| Q-vectors, there must be some w ∈ W such

that for all q ∈ Q, F (q) 6= {w}. Choose one such w, and let z be a string of length n of

maximal Kolmogorov complexity (i.e. K(z) ≥ n).

Let Aj = Aj−1 ∪ {wz}, and let q be the Q-vector encoding Q(Aj).

Note that W ∩L(Aj) = {w} 6= F (q) = W ∩ {x : P
Aj−1⊕q
j (x) = 1}. Thus in order to

show that Pj with oracle Aj ⊕Q(Aj) does not accept L(Aj), it will suffice to show that

for all x ∈ W, P
Aj−1⊕q
j (x) = P

Aj⊕q
j (x). If this can be shown, then for all x ∈ W, x is

accepted by Pj with oracle Aj ⊕ Q(Aj) ⇐⇒ x ∈ F (q), and thus the set accepted by Pj
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with oracle Aj ⊕Q(Aj) differs from L(Aj) on some element of W.

Claim: ∀x ∈ W, P
Aj−1⊕q
j (x) = P

Aj⊕q
j (x).

Proof of claim: Since Aj−1⊕ q and Aj ⊕ q differ only on the string wz, the outcome of

P
Aj−1⊕q
j (x) and P

Aj⊕q
j (x) can only differ if wz is queried on each of these computations.

We will show that it cannot be queried.

Note that, since z is simply the last half of wz, K(z) ≤ K(wz)+ c, so K(wz) ≥ n−c.

Note also that any query asked during the computation of P
Aj−1⊕q
j (x) can be recon-

structed from

• j,

• a description of Aj−1 (which need be no longer than 2(j−1)nj−1, since Aj−1 consists

of exactly j − 1 strings, each of length ≤ nj−1),

• q (which has length s(nj) log(nj)),

• a number between 1 and nj , indicating the step at which the query is made,

• a description of x (which need be no longer than n/2 + c, since x ∈ W and thus is

of the form y0n/2).

We can now conclude that the Kolmogorov complexity of any query is at most c +

2 log j + 2(j − 1)nj−1 + 2s(nj) log(nj) + 2 log nj + n/2 < K(wz). Thus wz is not queried.
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We should remark that the same techniques suffice to prove much stronger results.

For example, a slight modification of this proof will show that there is an oracle relative

to which DTIME(2O(n log n)) = NTIME(2O(n log n)) and there are extremely sparse sets in

NP−P. (More generally, if T is any suitably nice time bound, such that T (log n) grows

more quickly than any polynomial, then there is an oracle relative to which there are

very sparse sets in NP−P and NTIME(T (n+O(1))) = DTIME(T (n+O(1))). Interested

readers may wish to consult [5], where a similar generalization is proved.) Recall that

E6=NE relative to all of these oracles, since relative to any oracle, the existence of sparse

sets in NP−P implies E6=NE, since the upward separation technique relativizes.

4 New Upward Separation Results

Although the results of the last section tell us that we cannot hope to relate the exis-

tence of very sparse sets in NP−P to the question of whether or not nondeterministic

and deterministic time coincide on large time bounds, we can nevertheless salvage some

useful generalizations of the upward separation technique. This section presents those

generalizations.

The results of this section can be briefly summarized as follows:

The upward separation technique can be used to

• relate the existence of sets of low density and moderate Kolmogorov complexity in

NP−P to the existence of sets of very low Kolmogorov complexity in NP−P.
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• relate the DTIME(T (n)) vs NTIME(T (n)) question to the existence of sets of low

density and moderate Kolmogorov complexity in NP−P (for T in a certain range).

• relate the DTIME(T (n)) vs NTIME(T (n)) question to the existence of sets of

polynomial and greater density in certain smaller complexity classes.

• relate the FewE=E and UE=E questions to the existence of certain types of sparse

sets in FewP−P and UP−P.

Recall that the upward separation results tell us that there is a sparse set in NP−P iff

there is a tally set in NP−P. Equivalently, if there is any sparse set in NP−P, then there

is a set of low generalized Kolmogorov complexity in NP−P. Theorem 3, given below, is

a generalization of this result, for sets of very low density.

In order to express the result in its full generality, it is useful to define a somewhat

more restricted notion of generalized Kolmogorov complexity.

Definition: For any Turing machine Mv, and any functions s and t, define the set

KUv[s(n), t(n)] to be the set of all strings x such that there is exactly one string y such

that |y| ≤ s(|x|) and Mv, on input y, prints out x in at most t(|x|) steps.

It is appropriate to make a few observations about the sets of the form KUv[s(n), t(n)].

It was shown in Theorem 9 of [2] that it is impossible to define a “universal” Turing

machine that would allow one to suppress the subscript v. Some other relevant facts are

given in the following proposition.
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Proposition 2

• For any function s(n) = O(log n), and for any k, there is a machine v and a constant

l such that K[s(n), nk] is contained in KUv[s(n), nl].

• There is a machine Mv such that KUv[n, n] = Σ∗ (= K[2n, nk] for any k > 1).

Proof: Part 2 is obvious. To see part 1, let s and k be given, and note that there is

some a such that ∀n s(n) ≤ a log n + a. Let Mv operate as follows: on input y, run Mu

on input y, and let x = Mu(y); let n = |x|. For all z of length at most a log n, run Mu(z)

for nk steps. If no z < y is found such that Mu(z) = x, then output x; else output the

yth string in the lexicographic ordering that is not equal to Mu(z) for any of those z.

It is clear that if x has a short description on machine Mu, then it has an equally short

description on Mv. Also, no string of length n has two descriptions of length ≤ a log n.

If s(n) is superlogarithmic but s(n) < n, then no nontrivial upper bound is known for

the KU complexity of sets of the form K[s(n), nk]. That is, for example, it is not known

if there is some v and k such that K[log2 n, n2] ⊆ KUv[n/2, nk]. For more information

concerning these questions, see [2].2

Theorem 3 Let s(n) = Ω(log log log n), and s(n) = O(log n). Then the following are

equivalent:

2Unfortunately, some of the information presented in [2] concerning the sets KUv[s(n), nk] is erro-
neous. It is stated in [2] that, for all v and k, KUv[s(n), nk] is in UP, whereas in fact all that is known is
that this set is in US, where US is the class corresponding to “Unique Satisfiability”, as studied in [8].
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1. ∃k ∃v NP−P contains a subset of KUv[ks(n), nk].

2. ∃k NP−P contains a subset of K[ks(n), nk].

3. ∃k ∃v NP−P contains a set with census 2ks(n) that is a subset of KUv[2
ks(n), nk].

Proof:

((1) =⇒ (3)) is immediate (with no restriction on s), and ((2) =⇒ (1)) follows from

Proposition 2 (requiring only that s(n) = O(log n)).

((3) =⇒ (2)): This is where the upward separation technique is used.

Let L be a set in NP − P that has census 2ks(n), such that L ⊆ KUv[2
ks(n), nk]. Define

L′ to be the set:

{1n0j : ∃i n = 22i
and there are at least j strings in L of length at most n} ∪

{0n1〈j, h, l, b〉 : ∃i n = 22i
and there is a sorted list of j strings in L,

x1, x2, . . . , xj , each of length at most n, and there is a string y of length

at most 2ks(|xh|) such that, on input y, Mv outputs xh, and the time required

by Mv(y) is at most |xh|k, and the lth bit of y is b}.

It is obvious that L′ is in NP. Furthermore, since any string of length n in L′ can be

described by a tuple of the form 〈i, j〉 or 〈i, j, h, l〉, where each of i, j, h, and l have binary

representations of length at most ks(n), it is clear that L′ is a subset of K[k′s(n), n2] for

some k′.
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It remains only to show that L′ is not in P. Assume that L′ is in P; it will follow that

L is in P, contrary to our assumptions. On input x of length n, the following polynomial-

time algorithm will determine if x ∈ L.

Find i so that n ≤ 22i ≤ n2.

Let m denote 22i
.

Find the largest j such that 1m0j is in L′. (Note: j ≤ 2ks(m).)

For h = 1 to j:

For l = 1, 2, . . . and b ∈ {0, 1}, determine if 0m1〈j, h, l, b〉 is in L′.

Use this information to build a description y, such that Mv(y) is the

hth element in L.

(Note that the fact that there is a unique description is crucial here.)

If x is one of the j elements of L found in this way, accept; else reject.

If more restrictions are placed upon s, then the results of Theorem 3 can be stated

without mentioning sets of the form KUv[s(n), t(n)].

Corollary 4 Let s(n) = Ω(log log log n), and s(n) = o(log log n). Then the following are

equivalent:

1. ∃k NP−P contains a subset of K[ks(n), nk].

2. ∃k NP−P contains a set with census 2ks(n) that is a subset of K[2ks(n), nk].

Proof: Follows from Theorem 3, using the result of part 1 of Proposition 2, which is
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applicable since 2ks(n) = O(logn).

Of course, part of the appeal in the original upward separation results of [14, 16]

lies in the relationships that were drawn between the NTIME(T (n)) = DTIME(T (n))

question for large T and the existence of certain kinds of sets in NP−P. We were only

able to draw these relationships for T in the range between 2n and 22n
, as presented in

the following theorem.3

Theorem 5 Let T (n) be a nondecreasing time-constructible function such that T (n) =

2O(2n) and T (n) = 2Ω(n). Let d(m) = the greatest r such that T (r) ≤ m. Then the

following are equivalent:

1. ∃k NTIME(T (dn/ke)O(1)) 6= DTIME(T (dn/ke)O(1)).

2. ∃k ∃v NP−P contains a subset of KUv[kd(n), nk].

3. ∃k NP−P contains a subset of K[kd(n), nk].

4. ∃k ∃v NP−P contains a set with census 2kd(n) that is a subset of KUv[2
kd(n), nk].

Proof: By Theorem 3, (2), (3) and (4) are all equivalent. It will suffice to show (1)

⇐⇒ (3).

((1) =⇒ (3)): Let L be in NTIME(T (dn/ke)O(1)) − DTIME(T (dn/ke)O(1)). Let A =

{x10T (d |x|/k e) : x ∈ L}. It is immediate that L ∈ NP − P. (This is a standard translational

3Regrettably, [3] claimed the results of Theorem 5 for T satisfying T (n) = 2Ω(n) and T (n) = O(222n

).
It is not known if Theorem 5 holds for T in the high end of this range.
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argument; see, e.g., [9].) It is also clear that L is contained in K[kd(n), 2n]. (Note that

for all s, d(T (s)) ≥ s, and thus if n = |x10T (m)|, then |x| ≤ km ≤ kd(T (m)) ≤ kd(n).)

((3) =⇒ (1)): In order to simplify the proof of this direction, assume that our “uni-

versal” Turing machine Mu has the property that for all y and z, if Mu(y) is defined, then

Mu(y) = Mu(yz). (This is a standard “self-delimiting” assumption about Kolmogorov

complexity; a discussion of this notion can be found in section 2.7 of [22], among other

places.) This assumption has no effect on any of the other results in this paper.

Let L be a subset of K[kd(n), nk] in NP − P. Let L′ be the set {y : on input y,

Mu outputs a string x of length at most T (d|y|/ke) in time |x|k, and x is in L}. It is

immediate that L′ is in NTIME(T (dn/ke)O(1)).

If L′ is in DTIME(T (dn/ke)O(1)), then the following algorithm shows that L is in P,

contrary to our assumptions on L.

Since T (n) = 2Ω(n), there is some constant a such that d(n) ≤ a log n. The algorithm

below makes use of this constant.

On input x of length n,

Find the shortest string y of length at most a log n such that Mu(y) = x in time nk, if

such a string y exists. (If not, reject x.)

If T (d|y|/ke) > n, then reject (since x 6∈ K[kd(n), nk]).

Otherwise, let r be the least integer such that T (d(|y|+ r)/ke) ≥ n. (Since T is at most

doubly-exponential, it follows that T (d(|y|+ r)/ke) is bounded by a polynomial in n.)
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Accept x iff y1r ∈ L′.

For the special case when T (n) is doubly-exponential, we can rephrase the results of

Theorem 5 without making mention of sets of the form KUv[s(n), t(n)].

Corollary 6 The following are equivalent:

1. ∀l NTIME(2O(2n/l)) = DTIME(2O(2n/l)).

2. For all k, every subset of K[k log log n, nk] in NP is in P.

3. For all k, every subset of K[k log n, nk] of polylogarithmic density in NP is in P.

Note that in going from item (2) to item (3) of this corollary, we do not quite achieve

an exponential jump in the size of the allowable descriptions. That is, in item (3), we

only speak of K[k log n, nk], instead of K[logk n, nk]. It is not known if the existence of

a subset of K[logk n, nk] of polylogarithmic density in NP−P implies the existence of a

subset of K[l log n, nl] in NP−P for some l.

Of course, the original result of [14, 16] also follows from Theorem 5, when T (n) = 2n.

In this case, d(n) = n, and thus there is no reason to mention Kolmogorov complexity

at all.

Corollary 7 [14, 16] The following are equivalent:

• E=NE
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• Every sparse set in NP is in P.

Theorem 5 can be generalized to take into account functions T (n) that are subexpo-

nential or more than doubly exponential. The first of these generalizations may be found

in [16], where it is shown that there are no nlog n “uniformly distributed dense” sets in

NP−P iff NTIME(2O(
√

n)) = DTIME(2O(
√

n)). (The definition of “uniformly distributed

density” can be found in [16].) Similarly, if we wish to generalize Theorem 5 to take into

account rapidly-growing functions T (n), it seems that we need to talk about sparse sets

containing only strings of easily-described lengths (e.g., lengths n, where n is a string of

low generalized Kolmogorov complexity, or lengths n that are in the range of T ); that is,

the sparse sets need to have their strings “nicely distributed”.

Thus far in this section, we have discussed generalizations of the upward separation

technique, relating the NTIME vs. DTIME question to the existence of very sparse sets in

complexity classes. The upward separation technique also enables us to relate the NTIME

vs. DTIME question to the existence of sets of more than polynomial density in certain

complexity classes, as shown by the following theorem (which generalizes Corollary 5 in

[16]).

Theorem 8 Let T be a time-constructible function, T (n) ≥ n, and let d(n) be a nonde-

creasing function such that (1) n ≤ d(n) ≤ 2n, (2) d(n + 1) = d(n)O(1), and (3) log d(n)

is computable in time T (d(n)c) for some c. Then

DTIME(T (2O(n))) = NTIME(T (2O(n)))
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iff there is no set of census ≤ d(n) in NTIME(T (d(n)O(1))) − DTIME(T (d(n)O(1))).

Proof: (=⇒) Let L be a set with census ≤ d(n) in NTIME(T (d(n)k)). Define L′ to

be the set

{1〈m, d(m), j〉 : there are at least j strings in L of length m} ∪
{0〈m, d(m), j, h, l, b〉 : there is a sorted list of j strings in L, x1, x2, . . . , xj ,

each of length m, and the lth bit of xh is b}.

L′ is in NTIME(T (2O(n))), since (a) in time approximately mj = 2O(|1〈m,d(m),j〉|) a

nondeterministic machine can guess j strings of length m, and (b) on input 1〈m, d(m), j〉
of length n, a nondeterministic machine can check that a string of length m is in L in

time T (d(m)k) ≤ T ((2n)k).

By assumption, then, L′ is in DTIME(T (2O(n))). Thus the following deterministic

algorithm for recognizing L will run in time T (d(n)O(1)):

On input x of length n,

Compute d(n).

Using fewer than d(n) calls to L′, find the largest j such that 1〈n, d(n), j〉 ∈ L′.

For h ∈ {1, . . . , j}, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and b ∈ {0, 1}
determine if 0〈n, d(n), j, h, l, b〉 ∈ L′.

Use this information to list all j elements of length n in L.

If x appears in this list, accept; else reject.
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(⇐=) Assume that every set with census bounded by d(n) in NTIME(T (d(n)O(1))) is

in DTIME(T (d(n)O(1))), and let L be in NTIME(T (2O(n))). Then the set L′ = {x10m :

d(m + |x| + 1) ≥ 2|x| and x ∈ L} is a set of census ≤ d(n) in NTIME(T (d(n)O(1))). By

assumption, L′ is in DTIME(T (d(n)O(1))).

Here is a deterministic algorithm for recognizing L that runs in time T (2O(n))):

On input x of length n,

Find the least m such that d(n + m + 1) ≥ 2n.

(By the conditions on d, d(n + m + 1) = 2O(n).)

Accept iff x10m ∈ L′.

Corollary 9 Let T be any time-constructible function. Then

NTIME(T (2O(n))) = DTIME(T (2O(n)))

iff there is no sparse set in NTIME(T (nO(1))) − DTIME(T (nO(1))).

Corollary 10 DTIME(22O(n)
) = NTIME(22O(n)

) iff there is no sparse set in NTIME(2nO(1)
)

− DTIME(2nO(1)
).

It is not known if the EE=NEE question is in fact equivalent to any questions about

sparse or supersparse sets. However, Corollaries 10 and 6 relate somewhat to EE and

NEE.

Note that the results of Section 3 show that Theorem 8 can not be generalized to take
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care of the situation where the density d(n) is sublinear, without taking Kolmogorov

complexity into account.

Finally, let us present some new applications of the upward separation technique. In

[1], the class FewP was introduced (see also [4]; the class was called FNP in [1]). FewP

is the class of all sets accepted by NP machines such that, if input x is accepted, the

number of accepting paths is polynomial in the length of x. FewP has also been studied

by a number of other authors (e.g. [7, 11, 21, 26]). One of the main results in [4] and [1]

was

Theorem 11 [4] Every sparse set in P is P-printable iff there are no sparse sets in

FewP−P.

Since the upward separation technique is useful in showing that questions about

sparse sets in NP are equivalent to questions about NE, it was natural to wonder if the

statement “there are no sparse sets in FewP−P” is in fact equivalent to some relation

between exponential-time complexity classes. Thus the class FewE was defined in [1];

FewE is the class of languages accepted by NE machines such that, if input x of length

n is accepted, there are at most 2O(n) accepting paths. It is easy to show that FewE=E

iff there are no tally sets in FewP−P. This leads naturally to the question of whether

the upward separation technique can show that FewE=E iff there are no sparse sets in

FewP−P.

We are unable to answer that question, but we can use upward separation to show
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the following result:

Theorem 12 FewE=E iff there are no log-sparse sets in FewP−P.

Proof: (⇐=) This direction follows from the easy observation that FewE=E iff there

are no tally sets in FewP−P.

(=⇒) Assume that FewE = E, and let L be a log-sparse set in FewP. Let L′ be the

set

{1〈m, j〉 : there are at least j strings in L of length m} ∪
{0〈m, j, h, l, b〉 : there is a sorted list of j strings in L, x1, x2, . . . , xj , each of

length m, and the lth bit of xh is b}.

It is easy to observe that there is an NE machine accepting L′ with the property

that, on inputs of the form 1〈m, j〉 or 1〈m, j, h, l, b〉, of length n, the number of accepting

computations is no more than the number of subsets of L=m. Since L is log-sparse,

the number of accepting computations is mO(1) = 2O(n). Thus L′ is in FewE, and by

assumption, L′ is in E. Now it can easily be shown that L is in P, using techniques that

must now be familiar to the reader, from Theorems 3 and 8, or from [15, 16].

We do not know if the existence of log-sparse sets in FewP−P is equivalent to the

existence of sparse sets in FewP−P. We suspect that there are oracles relative to which

these conditions are not equivalent.
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This technique can also be used to shed light on the nature of sparse sets in UP.

Define UE to be the class of sets accepted by NE machines such that for each input

accepted, there is a unique accepting path. UE is just the exponential-time analogue of

UP; it is easy to show that UE=E iff there are no tally sets in UP−P.

Theorem 13 UE=E iff there are no O(1)-sparse sets in UP−P.

Proof: The proof of this theorem is essentially identical to the proof of Theorem 12.

However, we need the following technical notions. Define UEk (UPk) to be the class of

languages accepted by NE (NP) machines such that if input x is accepted, then there are

at most k accepting paths on input x. It follows from Theorem 3.1 of [28] that, for all k,

UP=P iff UPk = P. A similar proof shows that UE=E iff UEk = E. For completeness, a

proof of this fact is given below as Lemma 14.

The backward implication follows immediately from the fact that UE=E iff there are

no tally sets in UP−P.

To prove the forward implication, assume UE=E; by Lemma 14, this implies that

UEk = E for all k. Let L be an O(1)-sparse set in UP, and let k be a constant such that,

for all n, there are no more than k elements of L=n. As in the proof of Theorem 12, let

L′ be the set

{1〈m, j〉 : there are at least j strings in L of length m} ∪
{0〈m, j, h, l, b〉 : there is a sorted list of j strings in L, x1, x2, . . . , xj , each of
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length m, and the lth bit of xh is b}.

Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 12, it is easy to see that L′ is in UE2k , and thus

L′ is in E. Now as in the proof of Theorem 12, it is easy to see that L is in P.

The following lemma is provided merely to complete the proof of the preceding the-

orem. It is very similar to a result proved by Watanabe in [28].

Lemma 14 For all k, UE = E iff UEk = E.

Proof: The proof is by induction on k; the basis k = 1 is trivial.

Assume UEk−1 = E, and let L be a set in UEk, as witnessed by some NE machine N .

Define L′ to be the set {x : N has exactly k accepting computation paths on x}. It is

easy to see that L′ is in UE, and thus by assumption L′ is in E. Thus L − L′ is in UEk−1,

as witnessed by the machine that, on input x, rejects if x ∈ L′, and otherwise simulates

N . By our inductive hypothesis, L−L′ is thus in E, and thus L = L′ ∪ (L − L′) is also

in E.
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